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Abstract

Iron-sulfur (FeS) clusters are essential metal co-
factors involved in a wide variety of biological
functions. Their stability, biosynthesis and cat-
alytic mechanisms depend on FeS reactivity in
aqueous solution. Here, molecular modelling is
used to investigate the hydrolysis of an oxidized
(ferric) mononuclear FeS cluster by bare dis-
sociation and substitution mechanisms in neu-
tral and acidic solution. First, an approximate
electronic structure descriptions of FeS reac-
tions by density functional theory are validated
against high-level wave-function CCSD(T) calcu-
lations. Solvation contributions are evaluated by
an all-atom model with hybrid quantum chem-
ical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) potential
and enhanced sampling molecular dynamics sim-
ulations. The free energy profile obtained for FeS
cluster hydrolysis indicates the hybrid functional
M06 added with an implicit solvent correction
may capture the most important aspects of FeS
cluster reactivity in aqueous solution. Then, up
to 20 reaction channels leading to two consecu-
tive Fe–S bond ruptures were explored with this
calibrated model. Nucleophilic substitution with
concerted bond breaking and forming to iron is
the preferred mechanism, both kinetic and ther-
modynamically, for all protonation states. In
neutral solution, proton transfer from water to
the sulfur leaving group is also observed simulta-
neously. Dissociative reactions show higher bar-
riers and will not be relevant for FeS reactivity
when exposed to solvent. The hydrolysis mech-
anisms presented here may help to explain the
stability and catalytic mechanisms of FeS clus-
ters of multiple sizes and protein partners.

∗To whom correspondence should be addressed

1 Introduction

Iron and sulfur are abundant elements on the
Earth surface. They were recruited in the
form of iron-sulfur (FeS) clusters early dur-
ing the evolution of life resulting in ancient
proteins with the ability to catalyze electron
transfer reactions.1 Essential biological pro-
cesses such as cellular respiration and photo-
synthesis rely on enzymes equipped with FeS
clusters. In fact, the largest class of metallo-
proteins comprise proteins which carry FeS
clusters as cofactors.2 From structural and
electronic points of view, FeS clusters sit be-
tween transition metal atoms and solid sur-
faces.3 Usually, they are formed by 1, 2, 4
or 8 iron nuclei (mostly in ferric form but
turn to ferrous when reduced) bridged by in-
organic sulfide anions and connected to the
protein scaffold by thiolate groups in cystein
side-chains.
The stability and biosynthesis of FeS clus-

ters will naturally depend on their reactivity
in aqueous solution. Catalytic mechanisms
and regulation of enzymes enclosing FeS clus-
ters are also modulated by the connectivity of
Fe–S bonds. In nitrogenase, sulfide hemilabil-
ity has been observed as an intermediate step
for CO/H2 exchange in the reduction cycle of
the FeMo cofactor.4,5 In aconitase, the FeS
cluster directly coordinates the citrate sub-
strate and may break down in response to
cellular levels of iron.6

The reactivity of protein-bound FeS clus-
ters with molecular oxygen has been studied
experimentally in detail, since an oxidative
environment may convert exposed FeS clus-
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ters to unstable species that quickly decom-
pose.5,7 But, their stability upon hydrolysis
and substitution reactions has received less
attention, partially because FeS clusters are
often buried in proteins. Synthetic FeS ana-
logues have been studied extensively and pro-
vided details of ligand exchange and protona-
tion chemistry.7,8 Another elegant approach
based on single-molecule force spectroscopy
has been proposed recently to partially unfold
and expose FeS clusters, allowing to study
their reactivity in biologically relevant con-
ditions.9–12

Quantum chemical calculations including
environmental effects may also be used to
investigate the reactivity of transition metal
complexes in solution.13 But modelling FeS
clusters is particularly challenging. Besides
the multiple Fe–S bonds, several protonation,
oxidation and spin states may be populated,
resulting in an explosion of possible reactive
channels.3 Their electronic structure show
many low-lying and near-degenerate states
that may cross, leading to multiple-state reac-
tivity.14,15 In polynuclear FeS clusters, strong
electron correlation and long-range spin cou-
pling effects complicate enormously the the-
oretical description16,17 such that electronic
structure calculations on FeS clusters have
been proposed as an example where upcom-
ing quantum computers could exceed the
power of classical supercomputers.18

Here, we look into the stability of FeS clus-
ters starting with a rather pedestrian model,
a mononuclear iron center bound to four thi-
olate ligands, [1Fe-4S]. This is the simplest
FeS cluster and reflects the cofactor found in
rubredoxin, a protein in gram-negative bac-
teria.19 Appling several electronic structure
methods, we investigate exhaustively the re-
actions of the model compound Fe(SCH3)

−

4

with water or bare dissociation in various pro-
tonation states and mechanisms up to the sec-
ond Fe–S bond rupture, as described in Fig.
1.
The remainder of the text is organized as

follows. Given the intricate electronic struc-
ture of FeS clusters, we initially benchmark
the performance of approximate density func-
tional theory (DFT) against high-level quan-
tum chemical (QC) calculations. Free energy
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Figure 1: Scheme of the iron-sulfur reactions
studied here. Substitution reactions (AnDn
in the current nomenclature20) are denoted
with water input and leaving group output
concomitant arrows. Dissociation reactions
(Dn) show only the output leaving group ar-
row. Reaction S is the only addition reaction
(An) shown. Molecules Fe(SCH3)3 (formed
by reactions C and K) and Fe(OH)(SCH3)2
(formed by reactions E, L and O) are repeated
to avoid a clumsy scheme.

contributions and solvation effects captured
by explicit all-atom hybrid QM/MM simula-
tions are compared to models using implicit
solvation to find an efficient yet reliable DFT
description of FeS stability in aqueous solu-
tion. Readers only interested in FeS reac-
tivity can skip all methodological details and
model calibration, and jump to section 3.3
where FeS hydrolysis reactions are discussed.

2 Methods

2.1 Quantum chemical calculations

All molecular geometries for stationary points
(reactants, products and transition states,
TS) were optimized with the OLYP21,22 func-
tional, the 6-31+G(2df,p)23 basis set and the
PCM implicit water solvation model24 with
the Gaussian 09 program (Rev. A1).25 Pre-
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vious calculations showed this functional pro-
vides a reasonable description of Fe–S bond
dissociation.26 Two-dimensional scans were
used to search for TS in substitution (AnDn)
reactions, restraining both forming (Fe–O)
and breaking (Fe–S) bonds in a linear com-
bination as well as the proton coordinate
when this atom was transferred to the sul-
fur leaving group (see more details of reac-
tion coordinates below). These scans were
done with the pDynamo library27 version
1.9 interfaced with ORCA program version
3.0.1,28 the OLYP functional, the def2-SVP
basis set29 and the COSMO implicit water
model.30 Iron compounds were always in the
oxidized and spin sextet states.
Zero-point energies, thermal and entropic

contributions were evaluated for stationary
points using vibrational frequencies and the
harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor approxi-
mations.31 No empirical scaling was applied
to frequencies.32

Single-point energies for isolated optimized
geometries were obtained with the ORCA
program version 3.0.128 and the following
functionals: OLYP, OPBE,21,33 B3LYP,22,34

TPSS,35 M06,36 M06L,37 B97 and ωB97X.38

Spin-polarized orbitals and standard integra-
tion grids were adopted. The def2-TZVP ba-
sis set29 and resolution of identity with the
TZV/J39 auxiliary basis were used. A second-
order SCF optimization had to be activated
to obtain convergence in several cases. All
calculations were carried out in the C1 point-
group symmetry. Dispersion interactions
were added to some DFT functionals with
Grimme’s D3 correction40 using the Becke
and Johnson’ damping.41,42 Relativistic ef-
fects were evaluated at the M06/def2-TZVP
level with the Douglas-Kroll-Hess (DKH) ap-
proximation.
A semiempirical potential specifically

parametrized to model Fe–S bond dissocia-
tion26 based on the PM6 general parametriza-
tion43 with d-orbitals was also tested. Com-
plete active space configuration interaction
(CASCI) calculations44 with 7 electrons in 7
MOs space were performed with orbitals de-
termined from restricted-open shell (ROHF)
calculations with fractional occupation.45,46

Semiempirical calculations were done with

the pDynamo library.26

Wave-function CCSD(T)44 calculations
with the domain based local pair natural or-
bital (DLPNO) approximation,47 ROHF or-
bitals and the auxiliary basis def2-TZVP/C
were obtained with ORCA version 4.1.148

and employed as reference energies for cali-
brations of the DFT methods.

2.2 Hybrid QM/MM free energy

simulations in explicit solvent

Reaction A (Fig. 1) was simulated in ex-
plicit water with an all-atom model contain-
ing Fe(SCH3)

−

4 , 1689 water molecules and a
Na+ ion to neutralize the system, in a cubic
box of 3.72 nm side. The system was ini-
tially relaxed during 2 ns of molecular dy-
namics simulation with a classical molecu-
lar mechanical (MM) potential and periodic
boundary conditions using previous parame-
ters for the FeS center,15 CHARMM3649 for
Na+, and TIP3P for water.50 Then, all wa-
ter molecules further than 16 Å from the
Fe center were frozen and the remainder of
the system relaxed again for 5 ps of molec-
ular dynamics with a QM/MM potential,
where only Fe(SCH3)

−

4 and a harmonically re-
strained nearby water molecule were treat in
the QC region with the OLYP/def2-SVP level
of theory and all other atoms were treated
in the MM region. A standard electrostatic
QM/MM embedding without cut-offs or long-
range electrostatic corrections was used as
implemented in the pDynamo library 1.9 in-
terfaced with ORCA 3.0.1.27,51,52

This system and QM/MM potential were
used for umbrella sampling (US)53 with
molecular dynamics simulations of a two-
dimension free energy profile for reaction A.
Two reaction coordinates were employed: the
difference between the distances of break-
ing (Fe–S) and forming (Fe–O) iron bonds,
d(FeS)-d(FeO), described the iron reaction
and the distance between a proton initially
bound to water and the sulfur of the leaving
group, d(SH), described the coupled proton
transfer.51,52 Reaction coordinates were ex-
plored between ranges -2.5 ≤ d(FeS)-d(FeO)
≤ 2.9 Å and 1.3 ≤ d(SH) ≤ 2.5 Å, sepa-
rated by steps of 0.2Å and 0.3 Å, restrained
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with harmonic potentials with force constant
kumb = 1000 and 500 kJ mol−1 Å−2, respec-
tively for the iron and the proton coordinates.
A total of 146 US windows were sampled dur-
ing 6 ps each, resulting in an aggregate sim-
ulation time with the QM(DFT)/MM poten-
tial of 0.9 ns. A Langevin dynamics integra-
tor was used with a time-step of 1 fs, friction
coefficient γ = 25 ps−1 and temperature of
300K.54 The two-dimensional free energy sur-
face was pieced together using the weighted
histogram analysis method (WHAM)55 with
the initial 1 ps of each US window discarded
for equilibration. Statistical uncertainties
were estimated as 95% confidence intervals by
bootstrap analysis.56

3 Results & Discussion

3.1 Performance of approximate

electronic structure methods

Structures of transition-metal complexes de-
termined with DFT methods are generally in
good agreement with experiment.57 However,
iron-sulfur clusters show strong correlation
effects that may not be described correctly
by standard functionals. Previously, it was
shown that left-right correlation important
for the dissociation of Fe–S bonds is appro-
priately included in the OLYP functional,26

so this method was employed here for geom-
etry optimization and sampling. The quality
of obtained structures may be accessed by the
calculated Fe–S bond length for Fe(SCH3)

−

4

(2.32 Å) which agrees reasonably with the
Fe–S lengths (2.27-2.30 Å) observed in the
high-resolution crystal structure of the [1Fe-
4S] containing rubredoxin protein (PDB ID
8RXN).19

Table 1 shows the performance of sev-
eral DFT functionals for calculating rela-
tive reaction energies and barriers in com-
parison to the gold-standard electronic struc-
ture method CCSD(T)44 for 34 stationary
points (products and TS) of all reactions in
Fig. 1. No solvent contribution was in-
cluded at this comparison. The lowest mean
error is observed for the ωB97X-D3 range-
separated hybrid functional with dispersion

Table 1: Performance of DFT and semiempir-
ical methods in comparison to the CCSD(T)
reference. Mean unsigned error (MUE) and
maximum absolute error (MAE) are shown
for relative energies (in kJ/mol) of 34 TS
and product species in FeS cluster reactions
shown in Fig. 1. All DFT calculations were
done with the def2-TZVP basis set, except
M06L/SVP and OLYP/SVP done with def2-
SVP.

Functional MUE MAE
B3LYP 19.5 60.8
B3LYP-D3 9.2 28.9
B97-D3 13.9 31.8
M06 6.8 16.9
M06L 8.2 29.4
M06L/SVP 13.7 45.3
OLYP 27.4 81.5
OLYP/SVP 19.7 63.2
OPBE 24.9 69.0
PM6R 176.6 481.4
TPSS 13.7 52.7
ωB97X-D3 4.3 26.9

corrections, followed by the hybrid M06 func-
tional, which shows the lowest maximum er-
ror. The MAE observed for all functionals
tested correspond to the TS of reactions C
and E where left-right (multi-configurational)
correlation is significant.26 The performance
of B3LYP-D3 and M06L is also good. Com-
parison with B3LYP shows that addition
of dispersion corrections is important and
justifies the high performance of M06 and
M06L which account for dispersion in the
original parametrizations.36 Fortuitous error-
cancelation when using OLYP with smaller
split-valence basis sets suggests that employ-
ing this level of theory should give reasonable
results for geometry optimizations and sam-
pling. Using a split-valence basis with M06L
does not lead to such error-cancelation and
degrades this functional performance.
Possible exceptions where dispersion effects

may be essential for a correct structural de-
scription are TS for addition (An) and disso-
ciation (Dn) steps involving neutral attack-
ing or leaving groups, such as TS for reac-
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tions D, K, L, M, R and S (Fig. 1). These
species were re-optimized with the M06/6-
31+G(2df,p) level of theory. Energy differ-
ences between re-optimized structures and
the original OLYP geometries are smaller
than 5 kJ/mol for TSR and TSS , around
10 kJ/mol for TSD, TSK and TSM and 30
kJ/mol for TSL. The considerable difference
for the later species is due to an incomplete
optimization done with OLYP and the floppy
nature of this TS. These corrections were im-
plemented in the results presented in section
3.3 but do not change any of the qualitative
conclusions. Thus, even for FeS species where
dispersion plays a major role, geometries ob-
tained with the more approximate functional
OLYP prove reasonable. Dispersion effects on
geometries will be significantly smaller for re-
actant and product species, as well as for TS
of the substitution (AnDn) reactions where
stronger contributions such as electrostatic
effects from H+ transfer dominate.
The PM6R semiempirical method specif-

ically calibrated for Fe–S dissociation reac-
tions and 3 orders of magnitude faster than
DFT methods was also tested.26 Unfortu-
nately, the method has unacceptable per-
formance (Table 1) for all substitution re-
actions that involve oxygen atoms because
this element was not included in the PM6R
re-parametrization. Relativistic corrections
within the DHK framework were also tested
but their maximum contribution for relative
energies relevant for FeS reactivity is only 3
kJ/mol, with an average of 1 kJ/mol. Thus,
relativistic corrections were ignored in the re-
mainder of this study.
Previously, the bare dissociation of Fe–

S bonds was suggest to proceed through
crossings between different spin states (quar-
tets).15 However, for substitution reactions
with water and leaving group protonation
(CH3SH) studied here the energy gap be-
tween sextet and quartet states is more than
50 kJ/mol.11

An analysis of computational timings (Ta-
ble S1) is necessary to find the best re-
lation between accuracy and computational
cost. The efficiency of DLPNO-CCSD(T)
method is impressive and comparable to
much more approximate hybrid and range-

separated functionals. However, it is still im-
possible to run geometry optimizations with
the DLPNO approximation since analytic
gradients are not implemented and sampling
millions of geometries necessary for free en-
ergy simulations would be prohibitively ex-
pensive. The hybrid functionals ωB97X-D3
and M06 give the best performance and may
be applied for geometry optimizations but are
still too expensive for sampling. The effi-
ciency of M06L and other generalized gradi-
ent approximated (GGA) functionals is one
order of magnitude better than the high per-
formance hybrid functionals, but still too de-
manding for sampling. Acceptable efficiency
is obtained with a split-valence basis set, so
the OLYP/def2-SVP level was used as a rea-
sonable compromise between accuracy and
cost-effective DFT treatment for the hybrid
potential free-energy simulations.

3.2 Free energies and solvation ef-

fects

The effect of water solvation on FeS reac-
tivity was examined here for reaction A us-
ing two solvent models. This reaction was
chosen as representative because it involves
charged species and is important for FeS sta-
bility in aqueous solution (see section 3.3).
We applied an all-atom explicit solvent model
with a QM/MM hybrid potential descrip-
tion,51,52,58 where individual water molecules
may interact through electrostatic and van
der Waals forces directly with the reactive
molecules and polarize their electronic struc-
ture (see Fig. 2B for a model snapshot). This
was compared with a more approximate im-
plicit solvent model24,59 where the electron
cloud from reactive molecules are polarized
by the dielectric response of a continuum that
do not describe water structure or specific
contacts (such as hydrogen bonds).
Reaction A actually involves two processes:

iron transfer, i.e. breaking one Fe–S bond
and forming the Fe–O bond with water, and
proton transfer from water to the leaving
group sulfur atom. These were described by
distance reaction coordinates d(FeS)-d(FeO)
and d(SH), respectively.
The two-dimensional free energy surface
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Figure 2: Hydrolysis of Fe(SCH3)
−

4 (reaction
A in Fig. 1) in explicit solvent. (A) Two-
dimensional free energy profile for the reac-
tion in aqueous solution obtained with a hy-
brid QM/MM potential. Gray dashed line
shows the approximate minimum free energy
pathway. Snapshots of the (B) reactant and
(C) transition states show the reactive atoms
in sticks with Fe in orange, S in yellow, O in
red and C in green.

in Fig. 2 shows that reaction A proceeds
through a classical nucleophilic substitution
mechanism (SN2 or AnDn in the updated
nomenclature) with a late TS, where the Fe–
S bond is largely broken and the Fe–O bond
is partially formed. The transferred proton
is still fully bound to water and coordinated
with the leaving group sulfur (at 1.98 Å dis-
tance, Table 2). A snapshot of the TS struc-
ture is shown in Fig 2C. In the reactant state,
the reactive water hydrogen bonds to the
leaving group sulfur (Fig 2B) and the surface
topology is rather shallow because of water
flexibility. But the surface rises up steeply for
proton transfer if the Fe–S bond is not signif-
icantly broken, as expected from the basicity
of the bound thiolate group in comparison
to water (or its conjugate base, hydroxide).
The TS region is rather flat [0.5<d(FeS)-
d(FeO)<1.5 Å and 1.7<d(SH)<2.1 Å] with
the minimum free energy pathway passing
through a barrier of 82±5 kJ/mol (Table
2). On the other hand, the product basin

is deeper with a reaction free energy of 51±5
kJ/mol. Thus, reaction A is not spontaneous
with slow activation kinetics (in relation to
the thermal energy).

Table 2: Free energies (∆G, in kJ/mol)
and reaction coordinates (in Å) for sta-
tionary species of reaction A in explicit
(QM/MM, as shown in Fig. 2) and implicit
(M06+COSMO) solvents.

QM/MM React TS Product
d(SH)a 2.40 1.98 1.39
d(FeS)-d(FeO)a -2.43 1.28 2.75
∆G 0.0 82±5 51±5

M06+COSMO
d(SH)b 2.47 1.79 1.35
d(FeS)-d(FeO)b -1.60 0.89 3.68
∆G 0.0 85 43

a Mean values from state basins. Standard

deviations are 0.04-0.05 Å for all states, except

for d(FeS)-d(FeO) in the reactant state where

the deviation is 0.16Å. bGeometries of

ion-molecule complexes were used for reactant

and product states.

Reaction A in implicit solvent also follows
an AnDn mechanism with a late TS (Table
2). Proton reaction coordinates at station-
ary species are equivalent to those found in
the explicit model. Differences in the iron
reaction coordinate are due to water flexibil-
ity and shallow free energy surface observed
above (Fig. 2A). Thus, similar reaction mech-
anisms are obtained in both solvent mod-
els when using the same electronic structure
method (OLYP with split-valence basis). Ge-
ometrical differences are due to the underly-
ing topology of the free energy surface and
lack of solvent hydrogen bonding in the im-
plicit model.
Free energies in implicit solvent usually in-

clude electronic, thermal and entropic effects
from the reactive molecules and solvent con-
tributions.59 The M06/def2-TZVP level of
theory gives high quality electronic energies
for FeS reactions (Table 1), so it was used here
with the COSMO implicit solvent model30

that accounts for the electrostatic component
of solvation free energies. Zero-point energies
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and thermal (enthalpic and entropic) contri-
butions from reactive centers may be calcu-
lated by harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor
approximations. However, these contribu-
tions are relatively small (Table S2) and may
be unreliable for entropic effects when low-
frequency vibrational modes are present.60

This is indeed the case for TSA resulting in
spurious entropies (Table S2). Thus, thermal
and entropic effects were not included and rel-
ative free energies in our implicit water model
contained only electronic and solvent contri-
butions.
Table 2 shows that reaction and barrier free

energies are within 8 kJ/mol (or 3 kJ/mol
considering the statistical uncertainty of free
energy simulations) between the two solvent
models. This good agreement is partially
fortuitous, due to error-cancelation and in-
clusion of different contributions. Neverthe-
less, we may conclude from these two sec-
tions of model calibration that geometries de-
termined by OLYP functional with a split-
valence basis set and energetics obtained with
the M06/def2-TZVP level and implicit sol-
vation are a reasonably reliable and efficient
procedure to explore the reactivity of FeS
clusters in aqueous solution.

3.3 Substitution and protonation re-

actions

Consecutive cleavage of two Fe–S bonds
should be enough to disrupt mono- and
polynuclear FeS clusters. Here, all feasible
combinations of the 19 reactions shown in
Fig. 1 that start with the ferric mononuclear
FeS cluster model and lead to two Fe–S bond
ruptures were considered. Reaction combina-
tions were divided in groups without, with
one and with two protonations of reactive
species. These groups may correspond to re-
action sequences in neutral, mildly acidic and
highly acidic aqueous solutions, respectively.
Given the high barrier (see below) and the

unlike event of thiolate dissociation at low
pH, no combination involving a thiolate an-
ion in acidic media (e.g., C→D→J→N or
F→K→Q) was examined. TS for protonation
reactions were not considered as barriers for
proton transfer were assumed to be smaller

than other reactions. This is certainly true
for proton addition to anions, but may not
hold for reactions J and P, where protonation
and hydrolysis may proceed concerted. Af-
ter applying the above criteria, there are 20
possible reaction combinations for which free
energy profiles of reaction are shown in Fig.
3, 4 and 5.
In neutral aqueous solution (Fig. 3), nu-

cleophilic substitution reactions (A and B)
have high barriers (85 and 65 kJ/mol, re-
spectively). These may be thermically acti-
vated and lead to products more stable than
dissociative reactions (C, E and Q), which
also have much higher barriers (200, 190 and
170 kJ/mol). Thus, the A→B reaction se-
quence will account for the rupture of up to
two Fe–S bonds in FeS clusters and no thi-
olate dissociation will be observed in neu-
tral solution.11 This also suggests that spin-
crossings previously identified in thiolate dis-
sociation (Dn) reactions of stretched rubre-
doxin15 should not contribute to the reactiv-
ity of FeS exposed to water. In both A and B
reactions, a late TS is found with the proton
transferred from the attacking water to the
leaving group simultaneously to the reaction
at the iron center. Details of this concerted
reactions are given above for reaction A in
explicit solvent.
Reaction profiles are significantly stabilized

when one reactive species is protonated, such
as in mildly acidic solution or when only part
of a FeS cluster is exposed to acidic solution
(Fig. 4). If protonation takes place after the
first Fe–S bond rupture, the barrier for the
second rupture via dissociative reaction L is
105 kJ/mol, lower than thiolate dissociation
but still higher than the barrier for the sub-
stitution (AnDn) reaction H, 70 kJ/mol. PH

is also 75 kJ/mol more stable than PL, thus
the sequence A→G→H is kinetic and thermo-
dynamically preferred. Similar to TSA dis-
cussed above, TSH is also late with the Fe–
S bond largely broken and the Fe–O bond
almost formed [d(FeS)-d(FeO)=1.2 Å]. The
transferred proton is still bound to water and
coordinates the sulfur in the leaving group
[d(SH)=2.0 Å].
In acidic solution it is most likely that pro-

tonation will take place before bond rupture,
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Figure 4: Reaction profiles for the hydrolysis of oxidized mononuclear FeS cluster model with
one protonation, corresponding to mildly acidic solution.
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Figure 5: Reaction profiles for the hydrolysis of oxidized mononuclear FeS cluster model with
two protonations, corresponding to highly acidic solution.

as soon as the FeS cluster is exposed to sol-
vent. Protonation stabilizes the mononuclear
FeS cluster by 85 kJ/mol but also eases the
Fe–S bond rupture. Reactions I (AnDn) and
K (Dn) may compete as their barriers are
40 and 60 kJ/mol, respectively. But PI is
much more stable than PK . Protonation of
the leaving group advances Fe–S rupture in
TSI resulting in an early TS [d(SH)=1.4 Å
and d(FeS)-d(FeO)=0.2 Å]. The second Fe–
S rupture follows the discussion of the pre-
vious paragraph, so the sequence F→I→H
should be observed in mildly acidic solution.
Other reaction combinations will give unsta-
ble products.
Bond cleavage in FeS clusters fully exposed

to acidic solution or in highly acidic media

will proceed with both thiol leaving groups
protonated (Fig. 5). The first Fe–S rupture
should occur via reaction I, as in the previous
paragraph. The second Fe–S rupture will pro-
ceed via the substitution (AnDn) reaction N
with a barrier of 40 kJ/mol, whereas the dis-
sociative reaction M has a high barrier, 100
kJ/mol. TSN is again a late TS [d(SH)=1.4
Å and d(FeS)-d(FeO)=1.0 Å] but with dis-
sociative character, as Fe–S and Fe–O bonds
are almost not formed. Note that the first
leaving group protonation will halve reaction
barriers of substitution reactions (e.g., TSA ×

TSI) or even cut to one-third those of disso-
ciative reactions (TSC × TSK). But a second
protonation has no effect in the barrier of sub-
stitution reactions and actually increase the

8



barrier of dissociative reactions (M and R).
We conclude the combination F→I→J→N is
preferred in highly acidic solution. Sequences
F→K→P→S→N and F→K→D→J→N will
lead to the same products, but they have to
climb higher barriers and hence will be slower.

4 Conclusions

To be written...
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Modelling the hydrolysis of iron-sulfur clusters
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Table S1: Serial computational timings (in minutes) for a complete energy calculation of the
isolated Fe(SCH3)

−

4 molecule with the def2-TZVP basis (except M06L/SVP and OLYP/SVP)
and the ORCA program running in an Intel E5-2670 CPU.

Method Time
B3LYP-D3 24
CCSD(T) 165
M06 24
M06L 2
M06L/SVP 0.7
OLYP 2
OLYP/SVP 0.5
ωB97X-D3 52

Table S2: Zero-point energy (ZPE), enthalpic (H) and entropic (S) contributions at 300 K for
stationary species along the water substitution of Fe(SCH3)

−

4 (reaction A in Fig. 1) in implicit
solvent. Absolute values in Hartree are shown for the reactant state. For TS and product state,
relative values to the reactant are shown in kJ/mol. S<900k was obtained removing contributions
from vibrational temperatures <900 K.

Reactant TS Product
ZPE 0.172002 3.1 -3.8
H 0.193168 -6.3 -7.3
S 0.092555 -67.1 5.0
S<900K 0.058681 -52.4 19.4
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